GENEVA WELCOMES YOU

Meet at the flower clock, symbol of the Geneva watch industry of world renown. Located at the edge of the Jardin Anglais (English Garden) since 1955, is a masterpiece of technology and floral art. From the lake just behind you have a view:

On the Mont-Blanc bridge where the river Rhone takes back its shape of river after crossing the lake Geneva and continues towards South of France.

On the Bains des Pâquis, the meeting place of the Genevese – in summer as well as in winter, the statue of the empress Sissi, murdered on the promenade, the mausoleum of the Duke of Brunswick...

Continuation for a nice promenade through the Old Town and discovery of

- Geneva’s Old Town architecture, some dating back to the 14th century, its patricians 18th century houses, courtyards and narrow paved streets.
- Geneva’s Old Town architecture, some dating back to the 14th century, its patricians 18th century houses, courtyards and narrow paved streets.
- Geneva Town Hall and the importance of mediation at the Alabama room, where was signed the first Convention of the Red Cross.
- The Reformation Wall at the splendid Park des Bastions, formerly Geneva’s first botanical garden and the imposing University building.
- The Treille Promontory where you will discover the astonishing Geneva’s landscape: city, mountains, countryside and...the longest bench of the world!
- and more ...

And why not to stop on place du Bourg-de-Four – the heart of the Old Town - for a chocolate treat...?